We study the dynamics of an interacting Bose-Hubbard chain coupled to a non-Markovian environment. Our basic tool is the reduced generating functional expressed as a path integral over spin coherent states. We calculate the leading contribution to the corresponding effective action, and by minimizing it, we derive mean-field equations that can be numerically solved. With this tool at hand, we examine the influence of the system's initial conditions and interparticle interactions on the dissipative dynamics. Moreover, we investigate the presence of memory effects due to the non-Markovian environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Open quantum many-body systems have gained significant attention due to their importance in quantum information processing, experiments with ultracold atoms and other areas of scientific and technological interest. An environment is always present and it usually has destructive influence on quantum coherence. However, there are plenty of works that prove that a carefully designed environment can be used to control the many-body dynamics [1] . It is thus of great importance to understand all the aspects of such systems.
The usual treatment of open quantum many-body systems is based on a Lindblad master equation [1, 2] , which assumes a memoryless environment. However, if the environment is structured or if the coupling between system and environment is strong, then this approach is not valid. For quadratic Hamiltonians it is possible to use non-Markovian master equations, which can be derived with the help of the Feynman-Vernon formalism [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition to that non-Markovian approaches such as quantum jumps or quantum trajectories [8] [9] [10] [11] can also be used. The case of non-quadratic Hamiltonians, such as the interacting Bose-Hubbard (BH) [12] , are by far more complicated. The difficulties begin already when one tries to express the problem in the context of the Feynman-Vernon influence functional. As it has been shown [13] there are inconsistencies in the definition of the coherent state path integrals for such Hamiltonians, making the derivation of the influence functional problematic. Only recently, a simple recipe to define bosonic [14] and spin [15] coherent-state path integrals has been given. However, even if the influence functional is well defined, it is impossible to derive a non-Markovian master equation due to the presence of interactions.
In this work we make a first step to understanding the dynamics of a non-quadratic many-body Hamiltonian coupled to a non-Markovian environment. In Sec. II we present the model we are going to use: a BH chain coupled to a non-Markovian bath of harmonic oscillators.
After that we write the thermal generating functional in the language of coherent-state path integrals and we integrate out the degrees of freedom of the environment to obtain the reduced generating functional. Since we are interested on the influence of vacuum fluctuations to the evolution we examine the zero-temperature limit. In this way we study a dissipative mechanism which is important in optical systems, where the modes are inevitably coupled to the vacuum of the electromagnetic field [3] . In Sec. III, we use the effective action approach to derive mean-field equations of motion, in the form of a non-Markovian discrete nonlinear Schrödinger (NMDNLS) equation.
In Secs. IV and V, we study the dynamics of two small but interesting systems, the two-site and the four-site BH models, respectively. In the two-site model, we compare the dynamics between different types of non-Markovian environments and their respective Markovian limit. For different interaction strengths we find that the particle losses are larger for larger interactions between the particles and we explain the phenomenon. Moreover, we investigate the initial conditions leading to maximum or minimum losses at a given instant. We find that if we begin from the unstable fixed point of the dissipative DNLS, there are no losses and we discuss the phenomenon. Extending our discussion to the four-site system we find that the essential property of the zero-loss initial conditions is their underlying Z 2 symmetry. Finally, we study a purely non-Markovian effect: the return of particles back to the system from the environment due to memory effects.
II. THE REDUCED GENERATING FUNCTIONAL
In this work we will study the influence of a nonMarkovian environment on the dynamics of a BH chain. The BH Hamiltonian has been used successfully to describe the dynamics of a great variety of systems, from ultracold atoms in optical lattices [16] to discrete optical systems [17] . The BH Hamiltonian, that describes our system, is given bŷ
whereα j ,α † j are bosonic annihilation and creation operators, ε j are the on-site energies, J is the tunneling strength, U is the interparticle interaction strength, while we set = 1.
We shall adopt the usual approach and we are going to simulate the environment as an infinite collection of harmonic oscillators [18] [19] [20] 
whereR k andR † k are annihilation and creation bosonic operators for the k-th oscillator.
Finally, we consider the interaction between the system and the environment to be linear
Thus, the Hamiltonian that describes the total system has the formĤ
At this point we shall introduce our basic mathematical tool: the functional that, at a finite temperature β = 1/kT , generates correlation functions pertaining to the composite system (4). We shall express this functional as a path integral over the space spanned by the coherent basis. We introduce the notation |a = |a 1 , ..., a M and |r = |r 1 , ..., r k , ... for the over-completed bases pertaining to the system and the environment respectively. For the composite system we use the notation |z = |a, r , while the completeness relation can be casted in the abbreviated form
Path integration in the complexified phase space is ultimately connected with the underlying time-slice structure [21, 22] . The continuum limit has to take properly into account this structure in order to avoid inconsistencies [13] . One way to avoid such problems is based on the introduction of the proper "classical" Hamiltonian H F that weighs paths in the space spanned by the coherent states. This classical Hamiltonian can be obtained from the quantum one via a simple route [14] 
The first step in this chain is the replacement of the creation and annihilation operators by the corresponding quadratures ("momentum" and "position" operators). Next, one passes to the classical Hamiltonian appearing in the Feynman phase space integral and eventually performs a canonical change of variables: q = (a * + a)/ √ 2 and q = i(a * − a)/ √ 2. In this way the generating functional for the composite system at a finite temperature is defined as follows:
Here J is an auxiliary source term, while the integration over w = (a (0) ; r (0) ) takes care of the periodic boundary conditions. The classical Hamiltonian,
, has been constructed through the rule (6) and its terms read as follows:
and
The boundary factor Γ appearing in (7) reads as follows:
Finally, Z(β) = Tr(e −βĤ ) = Z[J = 0] is the partition function of the total system.
Since we are interested only in quantities pertaining the system S, we are going to integrate out the degrees of freedom of the environment, r, to obtain the reduced generating functional. Due to the fact that it is just a collection of harmonic oscillators and the interaction with the system is linear, the integration can be easily performed. One needs only a change of variables in order to get rid of the boundary conditions:
The functions
have been chosen to enforce stationarity, with respect to the environmental degrees, of the exponent in Eq. (7). The rest of the calculation is just a quadratic fluctuation integral that can be evaluated by standard means. Its contribution yields an exponential factor e
that it is exactly canceled by the constant term appearing in H F R . Thus the integration of the environment is encapsulated in the classical solutions Eqs. (12) and (13), and through them (taking into account that S cl. R = 0), in the Γ R factor. After these explanations one can easily confirm that the reduced generating functional (7) assumes the form
with µ j the dissipation kernel:
The functional (14) can be used for the generation of thermal correlation functions pertaining to the subsystem. However, in this work, we will use this expression as a mathematical tool to study the zero-temperature, ground-state properties of the subsystem. To this end we define the thermal expectation value of a system's operatorÔ S :
whereρ
is the reduced density matrix of the system. If the system's ground state is unique, the zero temperature limit, β → ∞ , projects Eq. (17) on its vacuum expectation value:
where |G is the ground state of the composite system andρ S = Tr R {|G G|}. In case of degeneracy, the zero temperature limit produces an equal probable mixture of all the possible ground states. The thermal vacuum expectation values can be derived from (14) by functional differentiation and by making the Wick rotation τ = it. For example
This result coincides with (17) if we make the change τ = it while the limit β → ∞ produces the result (19) .
III. THE EFFECTIVE ACTION AND THE MEAN-FIELD APPROXIMATION
In this section we shall use the effective action approach to derive equations of motion for the system's field vacuum expectation values. To begin with we the mean-values
One can easily confirm that
Thus, minimization of the effective action yields equations the solution of which produces the vacuum expectation values (20) . As is obvious from the preceding discussion, an exact calculation of the effective action is impossible. However, if the number of particles is large enough, a systematic approximation in powers of 1/ √ N is possible. The reason for this can be traced back to the relation
In such a case a large factor N 0 appears in the definition of the actionS permitting a systematic semiclassical [21, 23] calculation of the effective action. The first step towards this direction begins from the "classical" equations of motion:
The boundary conditions of these equations can be deduced from the integral (14) . Skipping all the intermediate steps that can be found elsewhere (see [21] ) we find that in leading order:
In this paper we shall not take into account the quantum corrections in the last equation staying in the meanfield approximation of the problem. By minimizingS cl.
we get the following equation for the mean value (20) :
By performing the Wick rotation, τ = it, and taking the zero temperature limit we get the following equation pertaining to the vacuum expectation values (17): (30) need not be the same as the corresponding physical problem is quite different. In the mean field approximation they can be determined through the requirement
In explicit form the equations of motion (30) read:
The left hand side (lhs) of Eq. (31) is the well-known discrete non-linear Schrödinger equation (DNLS), while the right hand side (rhs) contains a dissipation term which is non-local in time and incorporates all the effects of the non-Markovian environment. Due to the fact that all the lattice sites are inter-connected through the environment, this dissipation term is also non-local in space.
Before proceeding, we shall make the simplifying assumption that the coupling strengths γ kj are the same, in magnitude and phase, for all sites: γ jk ≡ γ k . The structure of the environment is specified by its spectral density:
At the continuum limit, the usually adopted form [3] for this function reads as follows:
Here λ is a dimensionless coupling constant and E c is an exponential cutoff. We shall fix the parameters as follows: λ = 0.005 and E c = 30 [7] . Depending on the value of n the environment is classified as sub-Ohmic (0 < n < 1), Ohmic (n = 1) and super-Ohmic (n > 1) [7] . In what follows we will consider spectral densities only of the form (33). The site independent dissipation kernel in the continuum is the Laplace transform of the spectral density and it can be calculated from Eq. (16):
For comparison reasons we shall also examine the mean-field equation at the Markovian limit. To this end we redefine the system's variables as a j (t) → a j (t) e −i(ε+U )t (where ε = max(ε j ), j ∈ S) and in what follows we set ε j = ε. The Markovian case corresponds to the case in which the system's time scale (∼ 1/ε) is much larger than the corresponding environmental characteristic scale. At this limit, in integrals like the one appearing in Eq (31), we can write
At the Markovian limit the memory effects due to the presence of the environment are absent. This is a natural expectation when the environment is stochastic and much larger than the system itself. Now the integral on the rhs of Eq. (31) can be calculated, leading to the result:
where
It is worth noting that even in the Markovian approximation the dissipative term is non-local in space. The dissipation kernel, in both the non-Markovian and the Markovian cases is a complex function. As is obvious from Eqs. (31) and (36) its real part is responsible for the decoherence effects while the imaginary part changes the oscillation frequency. The real part ofμ(t) = t 0 µ(t − t )e −i( +U )t dt is plotted in Fig. 1 . This zeroth order moment constitutes the leading dissipative contribution in the rhs of Eq. (31). In the Markovian limit this term is the only dissipative contribution. In the case of the sub-Ohmic and the Ohmic environments and for time roughly Jt 1 the difference between the Markovian and non-Markovian environments becomes very small (< 5%) while for the super-Ohmic case this happens earlier (Jt 0.25). This figure makes the physical meaning of the Markovian limit quite clear: Choosing for the system a coarse grained time greater than (the minimum of) the values mentioned above the environment can be safely considered as Markovian.
Before closing the section and in connection to our numerical applications we note that the numerical solution of Eq. (31) is by no means a trivial task as the system to be solved constitutes nonlinear integro-differential equations of the Volterra type (for a general discussion on this matter see Ref. [24] ). We applied two different methods to tackle this problem. The first one uses the Adomian decomposition method [25] while for the second method we construct an appropriate Runge-Kutta method [26] . Both methods yield the same results with satisfying convergence in the time scales we will be using in the remaining of the paper. The plotted results have been produced via the Runge-Kutta method due to it's faster convergence.
IV. THE TWO SITE BH MODEL
The first example we are going to study is the two site BH model. In this case we can write the initial conditions of Eq. (31) in the form
where p ∈ [0, 1], q ∈ [0, 2π) and N 0 is the initial total particle number. As expected, the dynamics of the system depend on the details of the environment. In Fig. 2 we depict the evolution of the normalized total particle number, n norm tot = n tot /N 0 , for sub-Ohmic, Ohmic and superOhmic non-Markovian environments together with their respective Markovian limit. In all cases we have used U N 0 = 6J and (p, q) = (0.5, 0.58π). In accordance with the behavior of the real part of the dissipation kernel (see Fig. 1 ), it is seen that the fastest and the slowest decays correspond to sub-Ohmic and super-Ohmic environments, respectively. As depicted in Fig.2 (b,c,d ) the differences between the Markovian and the non-Markovian cases are rather small but not negligible. For the subOhmic case (Fig. 2b) the difference is about ∼ 6% after Jt = 2 with the non-Markovian case having the slower decay rate. For the Ohmic, Fig. 2 (c) , and super-Ohmic, Fig. 2 (d) , environments the difference is about ∼ 5% and ∼ 3%, respectively, with the Markovian case having slower decay rate. Comparing the results depicted in Fig. 2 (b,c,d ) we see that the important factor for the decay rate is the dependence of the dissipation function on the exponent n. Indeed the difference between superand sub-Ohmic cases is about ∼ 47%, while between subOhmic and Ohmic about ∼ 33%.
An interesting question is about the way the interactions influence the decay rate. In Fig. 3 (a,b) we show the normalized total particle number, after a fixed propagation time, for various initial conditions and interaction strengths (providing that our approximation remains valid). Clearly, with increasing interaction strength the losses are increased. A quite interesting observation is that, in all cases, the initial condition F π = (p, q) = (0.5, π) presents zero losses. By inspecting Eq. (31) we can confirm that F π is a fixed point on its lhs and, at the same time, the sum in its rhs is initially (t = 0) zero. This observation promotes F π to a fixed point for the full non-Markovian DNLS and yield an evolution with zero losses. The same analysis can be carried out for the Markovian DNLS also and the zero-losses evolution appears again. In the same context, we can understand the maximum losses observed at the other fixed point of DNLS, F 0 = (p, q) = (0.5, 0), see Fig. 3 (a) . Although, F 0 is a fixed point on the lhs of Eq. (31), the sum on the rhs of this equation is not initially zero but attains its maximum value. In Figs. 3 (c) and (d) we have scanned the initial conditions and we depict n norm tot after a fixed propagation time, for zero interactions and U N 0 = 6J, respectively. The results follow the classical phase space of the non-dissipative system (the black lines). In the noninteracting case, Figs. 3 (c) , minimum losses are observed around F π and maximum ones around F 0 . In the interacting case, once again maximum losses are around F 0 and minimum losses along the separatrix with zero ones exactly at F π . The above analysis is strictly related with the two site system under consideration. As we shall see in the next section the key feature of the zero loss evolution is the Z 2 symmetry appearing in Figs. 3 (c) and
To understand better why with increasing interactions we have, in general, increased losses, in Fig. 4 , we have plotted the time evolution of the phases of the fields a k , of the population in each lattice site and the corresponding decay rate for two different interaction strengths. As we observe when the population difference is maximum, the phases of the fields are the same and we have the maximum decay rate. When the population difference is zero, the phases of the fields have the maximum difference and we have the minimum decay rate. This behavior is expected since in order to have cancellation of the dissi- 
In all cases U N0 = 6J and we have hard wall boundary conditions. pative term, on the rhs of Eq. 31, at a given time instant, we must have equal populations in each site with phase difference of π. As we can see for stronger interactions we have more frequently maximum population difference between the sites, thus we have larger losses.
V. THE FOUR SITE BH MODEL
In the previous section we saw that the initial conditions leading to particle number conservation are fixed points of the non-dissipative DNLS. In this section we shall see that this result is exclusively tied to the twosite case. As the forthcoming analysis will prove, the increase of lattice sites and the corresponding enriching of the system's structure, reveals the existence of number conserving initial conditions that are not connected with fixed points. More than this, we shall find that the increase of the number of sites enables the observation of purely non-Markovian phenomena as the return of particles from the environment back to the system.
In Fig. 5 we present the four-site dynamics, for four different sets of initial conditions (first column) and we plot the evolution of the normalized total particle number n norm tot = n tot /N 0 (second column) and the normalized particle density in each lattice site (third column) for the Ohmic case and for U N 0 = 6J. In all cases the initial sum on the rhs of Eq. (31) is zero, due to the phase difference between the initial values of a k . In the figures in the first, second and third row, we observe that at every time instant there are always two sites with the same population and a phase difference of π. As a consequence the total particle number is preserved. This interesting effect is connected to the Z 2 symmetry of the initial state. More than this, we have confirmed that every Z 2 invariant initial state leads to a particle-conserving evolution.
To demonstrate the importance of the Z 2 symmetry we examine (see Fig. 5 , fourth row) an initial state in which the sum on the rhs of Eq. (31) is zero but lacks Z 2 invariance. As readily confirmed the particles tunnel from the inner to the outer sites. In this process the population remains intact but the π-phase difference disappears and particle losses appear. At the time Jt = 2 the initial configuration is retrieved, although with fewer particles, and the evolution continues with a step wise particle-loss profile. The effect described above, remains the same at the Markovian limit. The reason is that the crucial factor is connected with the Z 2 symmetry that both, the effective action and the initial state, share. For this reason, Eqs. (31) and (36) are Z 2 invariant and the same happens for the boundary conditions accompanying them. Thus, one expects the same symmetry to characterize their solution. In such a case the summation on the rhs, in both equations, yields a zero result and the particle loss disappears.
The next quite interesting effect is a purely nonMarkovian phenomenon. In Fig. 6 we depict the time evolution of the normalized total particle number beginning from a state in which all the particles are centered at the first site. The results present the exact dynamics as we have adopted the simplifying assumption U = 0. The Markovian limit is characterized by a constant drop of the population as expected for a system coupled with a stochastic vacuum. In the non-Markovian cases local recoveries of the population are observed, a phenomenon that becomes increasingly important as the system-environment coupling increases. This behavior is a result of memory effects due to the non-Markovian nature of the environment. The imaginary part of the dissipation function becomes more important in the nonMarkovian case and gives rise to the observed oscillations of the particle number while the real part, as already stated, gives the general losses in the population. As a consequence the particle number decays slower in the non-Markovian than in the Markovian case.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the influence of a nonMarkovian environment in the mean-field dynamics of a BH chain using coherent-state path integrals. Starting with a BH chain coupled to a non-Markovian vacuum, we used coherent-state path integrals to write the generating functional for the total system. Integrating out the degrees of freedom of the environment and minimizing the effective action we derived the mean-field equations for a k .
With this tool at hand, we studied the dynamics of the two-site BH model. We compared the non-Markovian and Markovian dynamics for sub-Ohmic, Ohmic and super-Ohmic environments and we also compared the dynamics for different inter-particle interaction strengths between the particles. We saw that the particle loss increases as the interaction strength increases. We also investigated a quite interesting phenomenon: the initial conditions that support a time evolution without particle losses. Based on the simplicity of the two site model, we connected this particle-preserving behavior with the fixed point of the corresponding DNLS.
We have also investigated a four-site system in which the zero-loss evolution cannot be connected with fixed points. Our analysis revealed the fact that under particle number preservation lies the fact that the effective action and the initial state of the system remain invariant under Z 2 rotations. Finally, we studied a purely non-Markovian effect, the return of particles from the vacuum environment back to the system, due to the non-Markovian memory effects.
The present work opens new possibilities for the study of the dynamics of many-body systems coupled to Markovian or non-Markovian environments. One of the interesting questions to be faced, is the robustness of the above presented effects against quantum fluctuations. The path integral formalism we presented makes possible the systematic examination of the quantum corrections in the effective action even in the case of strong interactions [23] . In the same framework the role of the finite temperature can be investigated via the Feynman-Vernon approach. A last but not least remark is that the above presented analysis can be extended to spin or fermionic systems through the corresponding coherent state path integrals [15] .
